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PAYMENT METHOD:

! MasterCard    ! Visa       ! Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ __________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________

City __________________________________ State ___________________

Zip _____________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) ____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charge imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Magic Wagon

Presents...
Four Seasons

Obelisk
A small jewelry box along with the
golden obelisk depicting a
different season on each side are
displayed. The spectator is invited
to secretly place the obelisk with
any one of the seasons of her
choice on top into the box and
lock it closed. To assure there is
no way the per former can
possibly peek or try to sneak the
box open, he shows BOTH of his
hands completely empty and
drops the box into a drawstring
bag in full view of the audience.
Despite the fairness of everything
so far, the performer immediately
names the selected season and all
can be completely examined!

The box is handcrafted with a
high-gloss jewelry box finish and
lined in quality velvet fabrics.  The
Four Seasons Obelisk is
meticulously crafted by an
exceptionally skilled artisan. His

carvings are created by hand, using a varied collection of antique and modern
tools.  This distinctive and unique obelisk has the look, feel and weight of true
stone.  The Four Seasons Obelisk measures approximately 2.5cms square
with 8cms in height.

� Spring side of the Four Seasons Obelisk is a happy face in the clouds.
� Summer side of the Four Seasons Obelisk is a smiling sun with rays extending

out.
� Fall side of the Four Seasons Obelisk is a lonely face on a leaf.
� Winter side of the Four Seasons Obelisk is the face of old man winter.

Only 12 Available!
Coupon Cannot Be Used With This Item...$185 s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113528
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House Of Magic Presents...
Buma�s

Cleopatra�s Necklace
An ancient Egyptian necklace decorated with
10 golden cartouches is shown. The cartouches
are inscribed 0 through 9 on their rear. The
necklace is placed on a table number side down
displaying their identical hieroglyphic design.
The cartouches are then randomly moved
around the necklace�s ring by a spectator,
allowing their order to be mixed up. The
performer turns his back enabling a spectator
to move any quantity of cartouches 0 up to 9
around the necklace�s ring one side to the other,
leaving them repositioned so the performer can
have no idea how many cartouches have just
been moved. Once this has been completed,
the performer turns around and immediately
flicks over one of the cartouches number side
up inwardly to the center of the necklace�s ring,
to the amazement of all, the exposed inscribed
number displays the exact number of how many
cartouches have just been moved.

In addition, as impossible as it sounds with the
performer�s back turned, they now write something on a piece of paper and hand
it folded to a spectator EVEN BEFORE THE SPECTATOR HAS MOVED ANY
OF THE CARTOUCHES. The spectator now moves any amount of cartouches
of their choosing around the necklace�s ring (the performer never turns around),
the spectator then unfolds the paper revealing it�s handwritten instructions to turn
over the cartouche at a specific position, when they do so its inscribed number
reveals the exact amount of cartouches the spectator has just moved.  Revelations
by the performer can even be made when the necklace is concealed covered with a
silk, magazine, etc.

Every cartouche is individually hand-cast by BUMA.  Each features a
layer of Gold Mica Pigment and hand-applied by BUMA.  Incorporates
its own unique permanently inscribed number on the back of the
cartouche that is hand-tinted by BUMA.  The cartouches are
permanently threaded onto an 8-inch custom metal necklace, allowing
for their unhindered movement.  Each cartouche measure a full 4.25
x .25 x .5-inches.  Totally impromptu, repeatable, no setup required,
always ready to perform.  Examinable before, during and after
performance.  Nothing is ever added or taken away.  No forcing or
magician�s choice involved.  No palming, no sleights and no switches
ever.

 $130     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113547
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Darrell Mak Presents...
Mephisto�s Bottles

The Mephisto�s Bottles is a 15 to 20-minute
routine that takes a Wish Taker (spectator) on
a story of riches, tragedy, reward and
enlightenment. Telling a story of a Cursed Genii,
you ask the Wish Taker if they have three wishes
that they would like to come true; however for
a cost. But not to worry. They jot them down
and it is burned as an offering to awaken the
Genii, but to be warned that the Cursed Genii
resides in the box�there are three bottles to
chose from. One of which is the Genii that will
grant the wishes, and the others are just regular
bottles collected over the years.

The Magi asks for the Wish Taker to remove a
bottle and to hide it in either hand. Once  done,
The Magi starts to receive a feeling from the
Genii allowing him to know which hand he�s
hiding in. After revealing the Genii you start to
have the Wish Taker focus on their wishes and
commences to wake the Genii.

With an out-stretched hand the Genii�s sleep is
over and he wakes, he rises high to become

fully charged to grant the wishes of ......,......,....... Naming each wish as it�s being
granted. The Wish Taker will be taken back as to that. Only they will know the
wishes being thought of.

Now that the wishes have been granted the Wish Taker is reminded of the story. In
reminding them that there was only one bottle that would grant wishes, but at a
price. And to show them that they correctly yet unfortunately were drawn to that
bottle. A piece of paper folded inside the box
is shown and opened to reveal, that they had
indeed selected the correct bottle.

Acknowledging the deal made, the Magi offers
to buy back the bottle at a loss, along with the
curse. Thus giving the Wish Taker a keep sake
and a blessing of enlightenment, always
remembering the experience and wisdom
shared.  As the Magi receives the bottle once
again for safe keeping, removing the curse
from the Wish Taker and allowing a blessing
of the Genii to be restored...As always be careful for what is wished for my friends.
Comes with Gimmicks, Coins, Bottles and Box.  A fabulous routine for
mentalism or magic!

Coupon Cannot Be Used With This Item...$150     + shipping

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113550
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Dean Dill Presents...
Dean�s Box

The performer is able to link two
regular ropes �inside the box� while
both rope ends remain outside the
box!  In fact, he can even have the
spectator hold the two ends while the
magic happens.  You want a strong
close?  Put either of the two ropes in
the box  with the ends exposed, now
show a solid ring (which can also be
examined) and simply toss it in the
box.  �Cha-Ching!�  The performer
opens the front side panel to reveal the magic�the ring has penetrated the rope!
The Box is examinable, made from beautiful  mahogany wood and has two curtained
openings�one on each side.  There is also a trap door on top, as well as opening
panel in the front.

$350     + shipping & handling

Blasts From The Past

Ring & Coin Tower
A high quality, German made accessory.  The perfect, unique prop for vanishing
or stealing.

So, you want to vanish a ring or coin and have it reappear in a nest of boxes or
produced in one or your routines? This nicely made wooden tower looks innocent
as can be!  The spectator can drop in their ring or coin and you have instant
recovery secretly right in front of them.  Plus it�s locking mechanism lets it be
examined.

The perfect gimmicked box for enhancing the vanish and reappearance of a ring
or coin!  Ring & Coin Tower is 3.5-inches tall and base is 2-inch square.
Any Quarter-size coin will work.

�I have never seen a gimmicked box like this before!�  --Joe Stevens

Limited Quantities.$47.50     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_49&products_id=1339
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Exclusively For Stevens Magic
George Ledo�s
Okito-Berg

Tip-Over Box
Stevens Magic Emporium owns
the rights to the Okito effects
made by Okito when he worked
for Joe Berg in Hollywood. We
purchased the rights from Joe
Berg in 1982 when we bought the
rights to Joe Berg�s book called
the Berg Book at that time.

It took not one, but two brilliant minds
to devise a superior innovation on the
classic tip-over box. Okito (Theo
Bamberg) inspired the ingenious idea,

and Joe Berg, a respected magic dealer, built it from Okito�s design. Why so
special? The old tip-over boxes could only be performed far away from the audience
against the back curtain, with no spectators on the sides. The Okito-Berg Box
solved that problem, allowing for a far superior 45 degree audience angle. The
box was devilishly deceptive, letting the performer show the full interior as
unmistakably empty.  The trouble is you can�t
find one! The Okito-Berg Tip-Over Box has
been off the market for many decades, and
doesn�t even show up in magic auctions.

George Ledo, a professional theatrical
set designer, columnist for The Magic
Cafe, and author of the book �Boxes
Cases and Crates� has painstakingly
recreated the chest from Berg�s sketches and
lovingly fabricated the best, most deceptive,
and exquisitely handmade tip-over box ever.

This Okito-Berg Tip-Over Box is designed to look like a fine wooden
chest you might find in an antique shop. It is 11 x 11 x 14-inches overall,
finished in a deep cherry stain and features brass hardware for beauty and durability,
embedded magnets to hold the side doors securely shut, and a locking mechanism
to keep your load items secure. A special feature is that, when the box is tipped
forward, you can see under the side doors. It is a piece you�ll be proud to show off
onstage.

Only 12 of these were made, and each is signed and numbered. The
box also comes with two presentations by respected author/magician
Walt Anthony, one specifically for sophisticated audiences and the other
for family and children�s shows.  Coupon cannot be used with this item.

Out Of  12 Made...4 Remain!     $495     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_56&products_id=113442
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ParaLabs Presents...
Depicting
Thoughts

The book Depicting
Thoughts describes the
basic philosophy that led to
the development of the PLF
Picturecards, together with
technical and presentational
tips to enhance their
convincing presentation
during your mental
performances.

There are unlimited options
for experiments in telepathy,
predictions or design
duplications, pre-show

applications, hypnotic suggestions, close-up and stage effects and the book discusses
these in depth.  The contents of the book are the distilled results of many years
practical experience with the cards in thousands of performances for all kinds of
audiences.

Despite being as comprehensive a range of effects as possible, our main aim was
to encourage the performer to be creative when using the cards and to develop
their own routines.  Please do not think of the Picturecard Stack a �stunt�
or of the book as a �manual�.  Rather, see the two decks and their accessories
as tools, with the book providing support for the creative work with your own
further ideas and material.

This is what you get:  The book Depicting Thoughts.  An additional booklet
�Mnemonic Leafs� (both printed in full color).  Two decks of PLF Picturecards
(with special satin surface, useful for some effects).  A Bookmark with the card
images printed on both sides�one side with their mnemonic numbers and the
other side without.  A Postcard showing the card images in random order (both
this and the bookmark  can be used as memory aids�and in the latter case, in one
of the effects).  Five Replacement/Special Cards for three of the images in the
stack.  Free Software (either as a download or as an online version which can be
accessed at the ParaLabs website).  Additionally, you can also have your name
added to the �LCP List� (Local Contact Person of the ParaLabs Institute) which
will then appear on the ParaLabs website to give you even more credibility if you
wish, and which also gives you the complete ParaLabs background story as well.
Finally, you get access to the ParaLabs forum. While mainly in German, if you ask
a question in English you will get an answer in English. There is an area of the
board dealing with the Picturecard Stack and areas covering the development of
new effects. For more information please see our website.

$130     +shipping & handling

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113546
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ParaLabs Presents...
ParaPad
2 Versions

First there was the Buma Board (Impression Pad)
by Mark Burger (House of Magic), thousands
were sold to everyone�including the top names!
It remains a revolutionary device for mentalist.
With Mark�s blessing, Paralabs takes the bar
higher!

Because of the updated and enhanced attributes�
there is no impression pad on the market that
matches all the requirements and all necessities!
The Paralab Pads is the perfect marriage of a
means to gather information secretly in an
innocuous and unsuspicious manner.
� Absolutely normal handlings by performer and

participant.
� No complicated moves or manipulations; (at

any time).
� No restrictions as to where participant can write

or draw.
� A copy of the participant�s secret writing or

drawing that is neither mirror-inverted nor
too small to read.

� The use of a regular sized pen. A peek right
before your very eyes�taken in seconds.

� A handling that allows the use of The ParaPad
completely surrounded�still getting the
peek.

� A reset in seconds; so the pad can be used a
second time even before the first revelation.

� The option to insert replacement paper without
any fumbling or complicated procedures.

The ParaPad�Fit for service immediately;
Substitute Pad, for switching against The
ParaPad (which isn�t necessary in practice) as well
as for replacing the padcover in case of having

traces of usage sometime; Explanation, detailed, full colored, illustrated, describing
the handlings in all important aspects; Special Pen, standard size (fine point);
Substitute Paper, a pile of specially cut paper as pad refill; Additional
Equipment, for erasing the copy.  Refill sheets available $6.00 for 30 sheets.

3 x 5-Inch Version...$95     +shipping & handling

8 x 10-Inch Version...$188     +shipping & handling

What Magi Sees

What Spectator
Writes

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=advanced_search_result&search_in_description=1&keyword=parapad
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113540
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113560
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ParaLabs Presents...
ESP Cards

Any marking system has to
be invisible to our
spectators but identifiable at
first glance by us�the all-
knowing mystery
performers. Every marking
system has to operate
between these two poles.
Our marking system is the
one that works for us. In
creating our marking

system we utilized a special feature of the human sense of sight responsible for the
neuronal information processing.

In short, you always see what you expect to see at a special place. Our brains tend
to replenish visual perceptions to mental images which match our experiences.
This is the basis of plenty of optical illusions�and now we will benefit from this
mechanism.

You will surely appreciate that an unsuspecting layperson doesn�t notice the markings
simply because he sees the backs of our cards as he expects them to be.  Yourself
on the other hand, once you know the system, will never be able to miss or disregard
the markings; they will appear automatically in front of your eyes!

Here is what you get:  5 x 5 ESP Symbols�white back, marked, 5 x 5 ESP
Symbols�blue back, marked, 5 Special Cards (various double back/double face
cards), Cardboard Box, Plastic Box and Explanation of the Marking System.

Stage Version...$50     +shipping            $32     +shipping

ESP Cards Collection Set
Includes the set of  cards
PLUS a detailed booklet

This booklet is a collection of procedures, techniques and
sequences that demonstrate some of the possibilities of our
PLF ESP cards. Our intention was to offer this as an added
bonus to PLF ESP testing card owners who might be
interested in a few ideas to help get the creative juices flowing!

The result is the collection of ESP card effects, short essays
and practical thoughts, that you are about to read. It�s
important to emphasize that at its essence, this booklet is only intended as a sample
of some of the basic mechanics of ESP effects. It was never our intention that this
material be presented or perceived as the start and end point for routines using the
PLF ESP cards.  For more details please see our website.

Book Only (No Cards)...$35     +shipping           $65     +shipping

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113543
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113544
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Happie Amp 2.0
Two Frequencies allows YOU to be in
control if you experience interference.
Want to have your iPod within reach even
though the PA system is at the side of
the stage? Hook the transmitter to any
music source and run it from anywhere!
Need two people to speak at once? This
unit provides that too!

Tech Specs�Includes: 50Watts Portable PA System * Built-In Rechargeable
Battery * Power Supply: 110Volt.  One year Manufacturer Warranty Host * 2�
Belt Packs (Works at the Same Time!) 2�Headset Mics * 2�Lapel Mics * 2�1/
8-inch Audio Inputs * 1/4-inch Input 1/4-inch Speak Output.  AC Adapter *
Carrying Bag * Weight�under 7 pounds!

$235     s&h incl.

Must Haves For Your Act!
�Harbin�

Table
A new version, quality crafted in Japan

by Tejinaya Aoki
This table has everything�it�s compact,
extremely durable, folds completely flat and
best of all it has an easy and quick setup!

The height is 30-inches and diameter
of table top is 15-inches.  Metal trimmed
black table top.  Metal supports fold flat into
bottom of table top (as shown in photo). Easy
to carry on and carry off!  Excellent quality.
Wonderful for short acts.

Special Price...$250     s&h incl.

Coupon Cannot Be Used
With This Item.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_63&products_id=111982
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_39&products_id=111809
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SuperCoin
With SuperCoin, you can pluck coins from
midair, make coins vanish into thin air and have
everyone gasping! It�ll feel like you have
superpowers as coins bend, change into other
objects, visibly penetrate cups and much more.
SuperCoin is not like anything you�ve seen
before. With this revolutionary new coin gimmick,
you�ll have an entire show in your pocket! Comes
with DVD instructions.

US Quarter...$98 s&h incl.

US Half  Dollar...$108     s&h incl.

Also available SuperCoin 2
DVD ($38) ...only get this if  you

already have SuperCoin!

John Kennedy Miracles

Mystery
Box II

A beautiful,
tiny box made
of walnut that
can do �oh so much� for your card
routines.

Imagine a freely selected card chosen
and signed is shuffled back into the deck.
The Mystery Box is sitting on a table
and is picked up and the lid removed
and the spectator sees a folded card
inside. The box is turned over and the
card is dumped into the spectator�s
hands, it is unfolded by spectator and
�VIOLA�...it is the exact signed and
chosen card!  The Mystery Box can
be examined!  Lightning speed
transformation.

$80     s&h incl.

Great Item!

Jump
A fantastic
effect from
John Kennedy
that takes
psychokinetic
magic to the
next level! With this device you can
literally make things jump! Use it to
make pens and straws jump out of cups,
napkins jump off tables and even
popcorn jump out of its bowl!  Perfect
for close-up and strolling magicians and
mentalists! Best of all, the product is
�hands free� and is under your complete
control at all times. Everything can be
examined!

$205     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_89_43&products_id=8573
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Kennedy Quality Tricks
MoJoe

You�re in a coffee shop, relaxing with friends
and sipping your favorite cup of joe. You�re
waiting until the moment is just right for
some... MoJoe!

�Watch,� you say as you hold the coffee
cup between your hands and then turn it
upside down and crush it! Total shock and
fear ensue as everyone tries to escape the
eruption of hot liquid. Moments later, in
a stunned condition, they realize that
the coffee has completely disappeared
and they have been fooled!

With MoJoe you can make coffee vanish
or even change it into something else, like
coffee beans! It works with paper cups (like
Starbucks® coffee cups) and also ceramic
coffee cups. MoJoe also works with
different drinks like soda, milk, etc.  MoJoe sets up in seconds and the durable
gimmick lasts for years! You will receive the revolutionary MoJoe gimmick along
with a DVD teaching John�s favorite vanishes and changes.  BONUS: You�ll also
be able to sample a fine roast of Gregory Wilson�s brilliant ideas for MoJoe�
they�re included!

$63     s&h incl.

Translocation
This effect has inspired numerous
variations since he created it in the
early 1970�s. Watch John perform
and teach you his preferred handling
of this classic coins across routine. He
will also teach Mark Lefler�s reversal
ending�a real mind blower! You will
receive a standard CD-ROM that
you can watch on your PC or
MAC computer. Translocation is
a serious routine meant for serious
magicians who are willing to practice.
You will REQUIRE a close-up

mat ($15), four coins (such as half dollars) and an expanded shell
(Johnson Brand $37.50).

$22.50     s&h incl.
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Kennedy Precision Gimmicks
Black Box

Make things move, jump and fly around
anywhere in the room!  There�s no clue
to the mystery because Black Box is
hidden away from the action!

Black Box is an advanced RF remote
control device for magicians.  The
electronics are designed and
manufactured exclusively for John
Kennedy Magic, enabling the unit to

operate in four different modes�manual, timer, remote and hands-free.  There are
no toe switches or body wires of any kind.  It�s sleek, only 4.8-inches (length) x 1.4-
inches (wide) x 1.1-inches (high).  Small enough to carry in your pocket and hide just
about anywhere in the room you�re working in.  A standard 9V battery powers the
unit.  The automatic sleep mode circuitry makes it literally impossible to drain the
battery, even if you leave the unit turned on for weeks!

You will receive the Black Box, transmitter and instructions.  Several applications
are explained and once you start playing with it you will be inspired.

    $355     s&h incl.

Flight Deck
The ultimate �no touch� coins to glass.  Cover
any glass with a deck of cards.  Toss a coin toward
the glass�it disappears and visually materializes
with a loud clink inside the glass!  Repeat it as
often as you like.  You can even let a spectator
hold the glass when the coin appears!  It looks
impossible because you�re nowhere near the
glass!

Flight Deck works with practically any type of
coin (even foreign coins), and any cup or glass.
The precision gimmick converts your own brand
of playing cards into an instant �Flight Deck�.
Slide the deck into its box and you�re ready to
go.  By the way, there are no holes in the box
whatsoever!  No sleight-of-hand is needed
because Flight Deck vanishes the coin for you
and makes it reappear inside the glass
automatically!  You will literally be using Flight
Deck in less than two minutes!  Just pop the
companion CD into your computer and watch
John teach this astonishing routine.

    $298     s&h incl.
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Modern Day Miracles

Trick Or Treat
Make candy pop into view like magic! Produce as many
treats as you like. Give them away to your spectators if
you want to. Your lucky spectator gets a double treat�a
great magic trick as well as a treat too! Trick Or Treat
looks impossible because the treat extends over the sides
of the paddle when it appears! They can even inspect
the paddle, but they won�t find a clue to the mystery! You
will receive the special paddle along with some treats.
The instructions teach you how to produce gum, mints,
miniatures of your favorite brands and even your own
custom candies! Presentation ideas by Gregory
Wilson and �Slyvester The Jester� are included.

$32.50     s&h incl.

Mid Air Card Stab
Stab a chosen card in mid-air with a pocket
knife! This improved version is the best ever.
Why? Any brand of poker-sized playing
cards can be used. The card is freely chosen.
No force is used. The card can be signed and
then given out as a souvenir after you stab it.

You're always ready to perform. No reset is needed. The knife looks innocent and
can even be examined. You will receive the new custom-made knife and gimmick
that works with your own deck of cards. We have kept the cost down by including
printed instructions with this item. If you prefer learning by video you can purchase
the CD separately. Also see our "combo offer" for both items�$59.50.

Gimmick Only...$43     s&h incl.    CD Only...$16.50     s&h incl.

Antonio Romero�s
Laminated

The spectator leaves with a laminated souvenir�it
doesn�t get much better than that! Her selected and
signed card leaves the deck and is removed by the
performer from his pocket. It is permanently
laminated to his business card! Or, a spectator
names any 3 digit number. That same number is
found written on the performer�s laminated
magician�s ID card that he takes from his pocket!

Complete with special loading wallet, printed ID
cards, prediction paper, laminating materials and DVD instructions.

 Phenomenal Price!   $32.50     s&h incl.
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Cards A Different Way

Abbott�s
Atta Boy

A card is selected by an audience member.  It
is lost in the deck and then placed into the
houlette at Atta Boy�s feet.  The performer
begins to take cards one at a time from the
bottom houlette, up to the top houlette,
allowing Atta Boy to see each card as it is
transferred. The magician instructs the
spectator to yell out the word �Stop� during
this process.  Just before the magician starts
to put another card into the top houlette the
spectator yells - STOP! The magician asks
what the chosen card was�spectator states
�8 of Spades!� Slowly the magician turns that
face-down card toward the audience and sure
enough it is the 8 of Spades. Easy and Fun to Perform. Not a One Way
Force Deck. A unique piece of apparatus.

$97.50     s&h incl.

Viking Magic�s
Joe Berg�s No-Feke Card

Frame
The performer displays a beautiful oak picture frame
with two doors. Both doors are opened and the frame is
shown completely empty.  Two cards are selected by
audience members from a deck of cards. The two cards
are returned to the deck. The doors are closed on the
frame and the deck is riffled toward the frame. Upon
opening, one of the selected cards is found resting inside!
This is repeated with the second card and again, this
too vanishes from the deck and appears within the frame.
The No-Feke Card Frame was invented by Joe Berg
and improved by Viking Magic.  The No-Feke Card
Frame is made from select solid oak with a warm pecan
finish. Brass hardware complements the frame. The
performer may choose to produce one or two cards.
Cards can be produced together or one at a time.  You
supply your own cards. Comes with complete
instructions.

NOTE: You can use playing cards�poker size or bridge;
credit cards, business cards, photos etc. Any card that
will fit the gimmick�works!.

Available Again!  $68     s&h incl.

New Lower PriceNew Lower PriceNew Lower PriceNew Lower PriceNew Lower Price!!!!!
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Two Great Horwitz Items!

Deluxe Horwitz
Wallet

Not to be confused with Horwitz Add-
A-Number Pad also available at Stevens
Magic.  This leather wallet is crafted of
excellent materials, the type you rarely
see in magic products.  Using this wallet
you can perform a variety of effects
including the famous Card To Wallet.
Unlike other wallets this is
unique because the spectator
can actually handle the wallet
and put it in their own pocket!

The benefit is everything is done out
in the open.  The wallet comes with a
booklet featuring different effects with
illustrations and images�Just Chance (using bills and burnt envelopes).  Another
effect features the Magi pick pocketing a signed card that is inside the spectator�s
coat pocket!

$80     s&h incl.

Basil Horwitz�s
Add-A-Number Pad

This add-a-number pad is based on the
principle of the Basil Horwitz Wallet
and locks firmly.

Full performing details of these effects
plus others are provided in the
comprehensive instructions supplied.
The Pad can be used without the
physical intervention of the performer.
It is passed from one spectator to the
next and each is asked to write numbers
in sum form and until the pad is actually
closed nothing happens.  Once the pad
is closed the real numbers and the sum
are exchanged for the fake sum which

will add up to the number to be forced by the magician.  The last spectator is asked
to CLOSE the pad and then to throw it on to someone else in the audience.  The
very act of closing the pad causes the magnets to lock and the next time the pad is
opened the sum facing the spectator is the forced sum and the real sum is tightly
locked away.  Comes with comprehensive instructions and details for performing
four amazing effects.  The pad can safely be left in the spectator�s hands.

$97.50     s&h incl.
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Get Their Attention!

Mesika�s
Exploding Light Bulb

An ordinary light bulb is removed from a lit lamp
and handed out.  Now the performer holds the
base of the bulb between his fingers and
concentrates on it.  Suddenly the bulb explodes
and shatters into tiny pieces.  Completely safe.
Great for psychic performers.

$47.50     s&h incl.

Juan Mayoral�s
Volcanic Match

Imagine lighting a match and having a huge
burst of flames leap out!  Startling.  Visual.
Yet completely safe.  No electronics.  No
flammable fluids.  No flash paper.  Instantly
repeatable.  A real attention grabber!

�This is the finest gimmick I�ve seen for
throwing flames using lycopodium
powder!�  --Joe Stevens

 $60     s&h incl.

 Extra Lycopodium Powder...$20     s&h incl.

Crush iPhone
4S & 5 Versions Available

What? My iPHONE just CRACKED!!! However, here
comes the �healer.� In the next second, it turns back to the
original screen without any cracks, totally restored and even
shown with power-on status!

It is not a seal or an application and you can even ask the
audience to touch the broken screen!  It is easy to setup (no
palming skills), no difficult technique needed; it's just done
right away�any time and wherever!  Once setup, it can
be performed over and over again. It was originated

by Masayuki Miyagawa.  The gimmick instructional was recorded as a silent
DVD, which can be understood by anyone from any country!  Comes with iPhone
Gimmick (4S or 5) in Black or White (please specify color) and
instructional DVD with two routines.

 Version 4S (Black Or White)...$35     s&h incl.

Version 5 (Black Or White)...$43     s&h incl.
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Theory 11 Best Sellers!

CRUSH
DVD & Gimmick

Eric Ross Presents... On your command cause an ordinary
borrowed bottle to collapse... Crush a bottle or can... with
your mind! You focus your attention�you stare with intent
and precision�suddenly, and slowly, the bottle begins to
CRUSH. They hear it. They feel it. It happens without
warning, entirely under your control.

The DVD teaches TWO complete methods, one of which
requiring NO gimmick of any kind. Perform it with a

borrowed bottle. A Pepsi bottle. A water bottle. Any bottle.  CRUSH is suitable
for close-up, parlor or stage performance�and via a combination of methods, is
workable for just about ANY environment.

 $33     s&h incl.

Colorblind
DVD & Gimmick

Luke Jermay Presents... With only two fingers and
52 cards, a miracle!  The spectator is invited to shuffle the
deck�and yes, it can be borrowed.  With your eyes closed,
and the deck face down at all times, you correctly ascertain
the color of each card.  Red or black?  You are 100%
accurate every single time.  Let them examine the deck.
Let them examine your hands.  Learn five practical, brilliant
methods to accomplish this effect in any situation.
Borrowed deck?  No problem.  Blindfolded?  Sure.  An
effect that is VERY simple to learn and diabolical in nature.
Running Time:  101 minutes.

 $33     s&h incl.

SMOKE
DVD & Gimmick

Alan Rorrison Presents... A match is ignited and
pressed to a small black dot�a portal�drawn on the palm
of your hand.  With your other hand, you slowly trace the
path of ignition up your arm, across your chest and finally
to your mouth. You open your mouth�and a cloud of
smoke emerges!

Diabolically deceptive and completely safe! The smoke is
harmless, made of organic compounds. The DVD teaches
a full routine utilizing the SMOKE gimmick entitled PORTAL

by Dan White.  You�ll also see six other applications and concepts that you can
build off of.  The possibilities are endless.  Running time: 21 minutes.

 $55     s&h incl.
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Mental Miracles
Zycho

Comedy Mentalism
The audience is in on all the fun. You show them
the face of your Giant Prediction card (10x14-
inches) unseen by your spectator, which is then
set on a stand (a chair or anywhere) in full view,
but with its back toward the audience. Next, you
show them the faces of an extra large (3 x 4-
inches) one-way forcing deck (every card is the
same as the prediction).

With a wink to the audience, The �victim� who
has not seen the faces of the deck is asked to
choose any card. NOW FOR THE FUN PART�

The spectator double crosses you! He or she names the WRONG CARD. Impossible?
The prediction is turned around and it has changed to the selection.

Everyone is confused�the audience has been double crossed�the laughs are built
in. Concentrate on the presentation as there are no sleights�it is all self working!
Complete with everything you need�the Giant Prediction card, the special
�Parlour� Force deck, display stand plus instructions and patter by George Schindler.

$125 s&h incl.

FriendBook
Dave Taylor's FriendBook is a great
prediction effect that everyone can relate
to.  Using the premise of a social
networking site, this is a relatable premise
and it lends itself to a fun-fil led
presentation!

You offer your spectator a once in a
lifetime chance to join FriendBook the
new social networking site that's going
to take over the world. What makes FriendBook so good? Well you get a great
introduction pack and they even choose your first friend for you!  Your spectator is
given the choice of accepting 1 of 5 possible friends. After they have considered
their options they commit to accepting one of the lucky bunch as their first
FriendBook buddy.  Your spectator is reminded that FriendBook always knows
who they will choose. You reveal FriendBook's prediction and it matches exactly.
What makes FriendBook even better is the fact it focuses on a topic that is
recognizable by spectators worldwide!  FriendBook has been designed to fit in
your wallet. It's a self-working, easy to perform miracle which includes durable
props designed to last a lifetime.  Comes complete with props and
instructional DVD.

$42.50     s&h incl.
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Keep Them Guessing
ESP Origins

The Book & Deck
The ESP Origins Deck is based on the ESP cards
designed by Karl Zener and made popular by Joseph
Banks in the early 20th century.  The Deck:  The
marking on the backs of the cards is efficient and
effective. You can read it easily, but your spectators
will not even suspect the cards are marked, much
less be able to see the marks. In addition to the ESP
cards, the deck includes all of
the cards needed to perform
the 10 routines described in
the booklet, along with
several bonus cards that you

can put to use in your own mentalism routines.

The Booklet:  A number of leading mentalism performers have worked with us
on this project. The 48-page booklet includes 10 routines, with illustrations by
Tony Dunn and superb graphics and design work by Benoît Drager.

Contributors to the book include:  Max Maven, Richard Osterlind, Armand
Porcell, Sylvain Mirouf, Ludovic Mignon, Christian Chelman, Bob Mason.

$27.50 s&h incl.

Lotto Square
The magician asks a spectator to name a
random card.  The spectator says, for example,
3 of hearts. The magician picks up a deck of
cards and a number of lotto tickets. He cites
the game from the scratcher and shows that
the cards all have corresponding numbers on
the backs of the cards. The magician spreads
the cards face up and retrieves the chosen 3
of hearts. He turns it over and on the back of the 3 of hearts is
a number, for example, 36.  The magician says 36 has a special
meaning for the spectator or that this is perhaps his lucky number.
The magician gives the spectator one of the scratchers and is
ask to scratch any row. This may be horizontal, vertical or
diagonal! He does this, but ... unfortunately no matches. The
spectator is instructed to scratch another, then another, but not
one matches! 36 is not on the scratcher.  But ... if we add up the
row of numbers, the outcome 36! If we now add another row,
this is also 36. If we now add a random vertical row, the outcome
is 36.  If we add up the four corner numbers it is also 36.  There
are over 30 different ways to the number 36!   You will
receive instructions with 60 special tickets and many tips and ideas.

$30 s&h incl.
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New From Magic Latex

Endless Bananas
Two real-looking bananas are supplied, each
approximately 5.5-inches long�able to be hidden in
your hand very easily. With these bananas you can
perform the classic routine of endless bananas, in which
you show a banana, put it in a paper bag and magically
appears another banana in the other hand, you take it,
and put it in the same place than the other, and
immediately, another banana appears in your free hand.

You can repeat the sequence as many times as you want.  Two bananas are
supplied, a paper bag and instructions with eight color step-by-step
manipulation photographs, describing the method used for the
multiplication of bananas.

$32.50     s&h incl.

Endless Carrots
Two real-looking carrots are supplied, each
approximately 5.5-inches long�able to be hidden in
your hand very easily. With these carrots you can
perform the classic routine of Endless Bananas, in
which you show a banana, put it in a paper bag and
them magically appears another banana in the other
hand, you take it, and put it in the same place than
the other, and immediately, another banana appears
in your free hand. You can repeat the sequence as
many times as you want.  Two Carrots are supplied, a paper bag and
instructions with eight color step-by-step manipulation photographs,
describing the method used for the multiplication of carrots.

$32.50     s&h incl.

Magic Apple Juice
You walk onstage holding a flat apple juice
container, you simulate to drink using a straw and
in one moment you produce a red apple from
inside!  Impossible!  You�ll need to get closer than
3-feet to realize that the apple is not real!  An
easy-to-do visual effect that you can use as an
opener or to finish your show or you can also use
it anytime in the show because all is self-contained.

You can make the apple appear using flash paper,
produce it from inside a cookbook or from
anyplace you want.  You will receive:  a hand
painted apple, reinforced container, special

gimmick, a straw, step-by-step instructions with pictures.
$35     s&h incl.
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Magic Latex Appearances
Latex Canary With Legs

Latex canary (with legs) is basically the same performing
characteristics of the latex dove. The canary has intense
yellow color. And though it is small in size it can be seen
and recognized in long distances. You can easily hide it in
one hand, with a "finger palm". Special for performances
with small apparition cages. You will receive a
CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$22.50     s&h incl.

Latex Orange
Amazing fake of a real orange.  It has the exact texture
and color.  Picture this...Take an orange handkerchief,
and ask the audience �what color is the handkerchief?�,
and everybody will answer at the same time �orange�...
in that moment you will be able to say, �indeed, orange!!�
Make an orange appear out of nowhere just as real as
the ones at the market.

The Latex Orange has a small hole, which is easily hidden with a fingertip.  This
hole is necessary to avoid vacuum effect and quickly recover the shape once crushed.
It is also useful to hide small handkerchiefs or to make them appear. You will
receive a CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$18     s&h incl.

Latex Banana
Imitation of a real banana�8-inches in length.  Hand
painted in different shades�making it appear very real.
You can transform a yellow handkerchief to a banana or
vice versa. Imagine producing several bananas from
anywhere during your show, creating a hilarious and
original running gag, that generates many laughs.  A quality
item that should be present in every comedy act. You
will receive a CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$18     s&h incl.

Latex Lemon
Real lemon or fake?  It has the exact texture and color.
You can turn a yellow handkerchief into a lemon, and in
reverse.  It has a small hole, which is easily  hidden with a
fingertip.  This hole is necessary to avoid vacuum effect
and quickly recover the shape once crushed.  Easy to
handle, which allows you to execute techniques like the
ones used in sponge ball routines.   You will receive a
CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$18     s&h incl.
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Magic Latex Best Sellers

Appearing Shovel
Great Comedy!  Fun Entertainment!
The performer shows a paper bag,
explaining that inside there is a tool from
a hardware store as a prediction.  The
performer then shows many pictures of
various tools from the store�Hammer,
Pliers, Drill, Brush, etc.  These are
dropped into a clear nylon bag and mixed
up.  The spectator is asked to pull one
photo out of the bag and name the article
out loud.

Spectators will start laughing when
they see that the selected photo is that of a SHOVEL.  It is IMPOSSIBLE
for a shovel to be in the small bag.  (Has the performer fouled up?)  NO!
Believe it...  The performer then pulls a 63-inch shovel out of the bag
for the last laugh and more laughter from the spectators. You receive
everything you need to start making this routine: Latex apparition of a realistic 63-
inch shovel, transparent forcing bag, 24 full color photos of different tools, step-
by-step instructions (instructions in both English and Spanish).

 Coupon Cannot Be Used With This Item!        $150     s&h incl.

Latex  Hammer
This is spooky it looks so realistic, even
up close, close, close! It is foam lined
so it remains very rigid for a latex prop!
You'll be impressed. The latest edition
of Magic Latex products offered by
Stevens Magic.  It has the exact
appearance and size of a real hammer.
Because of being constructed with very
light latex it can be thrown to the
audience.

Picture this, you speak about classic
magicians, and the fact that they threw
a flower to the audience in every show

and the spectator that received the flower was usually designated as the magician
assistant for the trick. Then you explain that you are not a classic magician, so you
brought the hammer, and then you toss it to the audience. Remarkable gag that
will remain in the audience�s mind for long time...

   Excellent Quality!!       $45     s&h incl.
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Shufton�s Gems
3D Paradox

The spectator holds a sealed envelope.
A card, freely selected, is signed and
shuffled back into the pack. The envelope
is opened to reveal a brilliantly colored,
beautifully illustrated greeting card!  It's
hinged open and out leaps a colorful 3D
scene in which a smaller envelope �pops
up�! Her brain melts when she removes
the contents herself and discovers her
own, SIGNED CARD!

This new diabolical take on the
�impossible location� features:   A perfect
finale for any signed card routine! No
reset or get ready�always ready to

perform!  Sweet simplicity allows you to focus on presentation!  Do it completely
surrounded!  A real reputation maker! Finally, a card-to-impossible-location needing
no preparation, wallet, palming, swapping, folding, hiding, jackets, pockets or
lemons! Fun to perform!  3D Paradox �The Guru� borders on the mystical for
a cosmic journey.

�I have never seen a 3D revelation card effect before, very clever!� --Joe Stevens

 $25     s&h incl.

Dusheck�s
Diminishing Cards

Steve Dusheck will tell you, he has five favorite
effects in all of magicdom�and the diminishing
cards ranks high on that short list. These
Diminishing Cards are solely unique, and have
a number of features that make these a must-
have for any performing magician.

This is the ONLY diminishing card effect in the
WORLD that offers all of these distinct features:
Perform close-up or platform. Only diminishing
cards that grow back!  Works with any back
design!  Instant reset!  Precision die-cut! Printed
on casino-quality stock.  Faces match most popular brands.  Cards stay in same
order as they shrink Incredibly clever solution!

And another great feature�this set of diminishing cards can be yours for only
$22! You can�t go wrong with a great deal like this. Perhaps the easiest diminishing
cards in the world to perform�put this fabulous effect in your act today!

   $22     s&h incl.
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Phenomenal Outlaw Effects
Sanctum ii

A box of Sanctum cards, found by chance in the
back room of a bohemian bookshop. So it was true,
The Sanctum Society did exist! The half whispered
rumors of a powerful secret society, hiding behind
the cigar smoke in Chicago gambling dens, in seedy
rooms above Parisian Brothels or in the exclusive
clubrooms of Mayfair.

And now you can obtain a beautifully preserved and
extremely mysterious card.  The Sanctum Card is
now a truly remarkable piece of mentalism.

The card can be used
for a number of quick
mysteries, or give the

spectator the power to reveal the contents of a room
in memorable detail, a room they've never seen before!

This is cutting edge Mentalism which uses story telling,
visualization and confirmation, to give the audience a powerful and immersive
experience. Check website for more information on this effect.

$32     s&h incl.

Sanctum 4
Destination, Montana was where she first encountered
Cornelius Hobbs. He came to see her the day The
Wonder Tour rolled into town.  She thought he was
another seeker, but he was different. He didn't need
his fortune told. He said he knew his future, and she
was there.  Hobbs asked her to be part of The Wonder
Tour that night.

Curiously enough, her name was already on the buck
slip. For the next six months she traveled across the
country, stopping in small towns bringing the mysterious
wherever they went.

Own a rather peculiar memento from a simpler time, when The
Wonder Tour rode the rails.  Take your spectator into the realm
of Luna Rose as they describe the inside of her fortune telling
wagon, a place they've never seen before.

Includes 4.5 x 5.5-inches�24-page manual and Wonder Tour
Card. Each Wonder Tour Card is hand sanded, then aged and
finished with an antique wax sealer.

$32     s&h incl.
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Truly Unbelievable!
Lunaria Card

In the twenties and thirties, there was a fairly
well-known psychic by the name of Lunaria
Rose��Luna� as she called herself. Following
her disappearance, a box of Luna's Cards�-
the final printing it turns out�were found in an
antique store. We were fortunate to have
acquired some of them and have carefully
protected them and the energy still contained
within the Cards.

For the first time in over 75 years, Luna Rose's
Visiting Cards are available for those select few
who do not fear the unusual, the extraordinary,
the unexplainable! The �Lunaria� is, first and
foremost, a utility item for mentalists. It is the
size of a business card and double-sided and is

another proud addition to Outlaw's offerings of Pocket Mentalism.

With a unique blend of images, letters and numbers
from both sides of the card, you will be able to
make predictions, tap into your spectator�s
imaginations, read their minds and ...yes ...use the
card as a real, honest-to-goodness talking board
should you dare to venture there.

Lunaria is also designed to work with Outlaw wallets. As only one example, you
can have a spectator circle an image or write on the Card using a dry-erase marker,
slip the card into your Outlaw wallet, and instantly know what was selected or
written.  Lunaria comes with a booklet that provides more of Luna's story, a full
explanation of the various �secrets� built into the card's design, and suggestions
for various routines.  Includes a 4.25 x 5.5-inch, 32 -page booklet and laminated
Lunaria card.

$25     s&h incl.

Shared Dreams
Can two people have the same dreams?
Is it possible to have a prediction in a sealed
envelope with the exact dates and locations
or is it just a shared dream?

No wallets.  No electronics devices.  No
pre-show work. Nothing in your pockets.
Everything happens in front of people in
complete fairness.  No gimmicks or strange
magic props�just paper and envelopes.

$52     s&h incl.
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Buma�s House Of Magic

Shazam!
Like all of the products in Buma�s Professional Utility Line�this one is constructed
of silicone and features an implanted magnet�in addition you also get a magnetic
disk which you can place in you pocket or inside your jacket during performance.
It�s benefit being when you are finished performing, clean up is exceptionally easy
and streamlined utilizing the included magnetic disk for placement of the Shazam.

Here are just a few things you can do using this revolutionary new, compact gimmick:
� Visibly produce an 18-inch silk from your hands!  �  Visibly stretch a 7-inch piece
of rope into six feet, and then hand it to a spectator for examination.  �  Suspend,
vanish or appear liquids, grandular solids, powders, etc.  �  Perform appearances,
vanishes, productions, changes and suspensions.  �  Excellent impromptu
capabilities.  �  Can be performed sleeveless, even shirtless.  �  No pulls or threads.
�  Hands are seen empty before, during and after performances.

$47.50 s&h incl.

Hofzinger�s Hook
You can vanish, appear or exchange an object.  Perform a cut and restored rope/
cord, suspend liquid in a rolled-up magazine or newspaper.  Perform
transformations, penetrate coins through a borrowed cup or mug.  You truly have
endless routines possible with this pocket-sized gimmick that is invisible to the
audience�yet always at you�re beck and call!

�  Totally impromptu.   �  Perform in your short sleeves or shirtless.  �  Custom-
made for human hands.   �  Fits right hand or left hand.  �  Will fit most fingers with
NO problem.  �  The Hook is a custom �hand made� silicone gimmick.  �  Excellent
for stand-up or stage.  In some instances even for close-up.  �  Comes complete
with a wonderful manuscript of routines and ideas.

$47.50     s&h incl.
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Buma�s House Of Magic
Spectral Levitation

At last, an exciting improvement over
the classic �Glorpy� and �Hyrum the
Haunted Hank�!  Hard to believe it!

Everything is BORROWED�a
handkerchief, silk or napkin.
Everything can be examined�before
or after.  Instantly repeatable anywhere.
Totally impromptu.  Excellent for table-
hopping.  Carry it in your pocket.

Performer borrows a silk/handkerchief/napkin and shows it to be innocent.  He
then places a coin, ring or other small object under the cover...it slowly starts to
rise up and up and up!  The item will rise up to 5-inches above the table top while
still under the cover.  The performer then proceeds to tap the risen item with a
pen, spoon, etc...proving the borrowed item is still in there.  Upon its return to the
table top, it is immediately uncovered allowing for both the cover and the borrowed
object to be returned.  Comes complete with manuscript and photos showing
entire routine and secret.  PLUS�you receive the custom �hand-made�
gimmick made by BUMA�innovative as only Buma can make them!

$47.50     s&h incl.

APV Glass
It appears filled with liquid!

It penetrates the table filled with liquid!
It vanishes filled with liquid!

It sets up in seconds!
It�s totally portable!

It�s completely examinable!
It can be performed sleeveless!

Can use any beverage!

House Of Magic Product...It may be performed close-
up, parlor or even stage when routined for such.  Shipped
complete with Buma�s Bonus Routine �UP�, wherein an
empty glass is filled with a drink, then covered with a napkin
and slowly inverted 180°, not only does the liquid
not spill out, but when the inverted glass is
uncovered, it is seen in its original upright position,
still filled with a drink and may be repeated again
with the uncovered glass always seen filled and
�UP�.  Comes with the clever gimmick ready to
perform.

$65     s&h incl.
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New Version�Magic Smith
Twilite Floating

Bulb
The floating light bulb is a classic grand
stage illusion that has mesmerized
audiences for years. The Twilite
Floating Bulb is a dynamic miniature
version that fits right in the palm of your
hand.

Introduce a light bulb and make a
magical gesture�it mysteriously blinks
to life. This psychic lighting is doubly
impressive because of the sheer
intensity of the light.

They get a genuine shiver down their
spines when you command the bulb to
sloooowly stand on the center of your
palm. . . still lit!

By now they�ll think they�ve seen it all, but it�s all been a lead-up to the fantastic
finale. . . you cause Twilite to rise off your hand and take flight!

The majesty of the lit bulb soaring is breathtaking�make sure to watch the attached
video. Since you�re in total control, Twilite will levitate until you want it to descend
to your hand as smoothly and slowly as it left.  It then lays down on your palm and
concludes its astonishing performance with �lights out� before it goes back into
your pocket all set for its next performance.

This neo-classic has been redesigned with improved electronics and a new hidden
power switch that gives you even more control. Added to that is a more realistic
aluminum/polycarbonate housing and a larger size for better visibility.

The Twilite Floating Bulb can be performed anywhere�even surrounded. It
comes complete with the custom Twilite mini bulb, batteries, DVD
instruction plus accessories.

$63     s&h incl.
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Too Good To Miss
Marc Antoine�s

Burn
Available�Ready To Ship!

From the man that took FISM Flash into the
new millennia with his �Thump Tip Flash�
originally offered exclusively at Stevens Magic.

Simply put it is nothing you have ever seen or
experienced before in micro-theatrical ignition
systems for flash products. Thanks to specially
powered batteries coupled with the
implementation of a state-of-the-art heating
system�it far surpasses anything of the past.
What you are left with is an exceptionally

powerful tool. This allows for seemingly invisible ignition of a variety of flash
products. This unit features a micro-controller that monitors and manages the
sequence and temperature of the unit.

We tested this device against three recently introduced similar items, the power of
Burn was exponentially stronger then all three units combined!  Also, the triggering
system for Burn was almost instantaneous!  This unit is all about quality and
dependability.  The result is flawlessly working.

Each unit comes with that same innovative and original magnetic rechargeable
cords that can plug into any USB on a computer (or electric plug in accessories are
easily available at your local electronics store).  Ad Copy by Mark Stevens.

Coupon Cannot Be Used With This Item!  $85     s&h incl.

Baby Jade Rings & Coin
You place the rings over the coins with the red
envelope in the middle, and then make your wish
to your friend. You slowly remove the envelope and
the rings and the coins are gone!  Black art close-
up magic at its very best and can reappear!

Each limited edition set comes with 10 golden brass
Chinese coins (for extras), two red envelopes (used
to cover the ring), for the lucky money given out at
weddings. The pair of baby jade rings (2.125-inch
diameter) are authentic REAL JADE, and all the
items are contained in a drawstring black velvet bag.

This elegant set of close-up magic can be carried in your pocket, always ready to
perform.  Limited Quantities!

Coupon Cannot Be Used With This Item!    $75     s&h incl.
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Thayer Antiquities
For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.

Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

See more information on the website.

Tarbell Orange Vase
Good Condition

Rice Checkers
Orange

Shows Use

Coke Bottle
Penetration

Good Condition

Phantamo
Good Condition

Griffin Checker
Cabinet

Good Condition

Lemon Orange
Mystery

Good Condition

Midget Die Box
Good Condition Ball Vase

Like New
Drawer Box

Good Condition
Hall Marked
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Thayer Antiquities

New Pieces Added Every Month!  Over 200 Thayer Pieces
will be offered.  These are just a small sampling!

For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.
Please serious inquiries ONLY!

316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com
See more information on the website.

Peerless Billiard
Ball Stand

Good Condition

Wonder Screen
Production

Good Condition

Blue Phantom
Good Condition

Sand Frame
Like New

Hall Marked

Oriental Tubes Of
Mystery

Good Condition

Inexhaustible Box
Good Condition
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Coins Done Right

Jumbo Half Dollar Shells
3 Plus 1 Set

Don�t miss this opportunity to grab this set of
nesting jumbo half dollars.

Imagine ending your Midas Coin Routine by
producing a single jumbo half dollar followed
by three more!  After performing your standard
Matrix Coin Trick, produce a jumbo coin then
three more.  Finally perform a reverse Matrix
with the jumbo coins!  The jumbo coins are
great for a quick one, two, three, four�fast
moving coin production.  The coins are high-polished chrome and nest together
offering you a multitude of possible tricks and effects.  Diameter approximately
2.25-inches.  Thickness approximately 3/16-inch.  Well worth the price!

$53     s&h incl.

Darwin�s
Ungimmicked Coin

Bucket Routine
At long last... we�ve found the perfect coin
bucket!  It rings like a church bell!
Specially made for the Miser�s Dream
routine.

The magician shows an empty bucket. He
plucks coins out of thin air and tosses them
into the bucket...it creates the LOUDEST
RING you've ever heard! Easy to do.  No
difficult moves.  No gimmicks. Built to last
forever.  Darwin explains each move
and teaches his famous routine as
well! Comes complete with an
instructional DVD.

Highly recommended for professional
stage entertainers. We're proud to offer a product that we believe is the best that
money can buy.

Bucket Dimensions (Height x Base x Mouth) Approximately 8 x 5 x 8-inches
(21cm x 12.75cm x 19cm)

�I found things in Darwin�s Routine that I had never seen before!�
     --Lance Burton

Not Coupon Eligible!   What A Bargain!   $90     s&h incl.
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Silks The Way To Go
Susie Gaynor�s
Fly-Away Silk

Susie Gaynor has made specially for
Stevens Magic.  A new version for the
famous silk effect that has many names!
We have named it; �Fly Away Silk!�  If
you have seen this effect before, you
know how powerful it is when the
spectator who holds a small object such
as a ball, egg or any other round object
up to 3.5-inches in their palm and the
performer just lays a silk over their hand
and �whisks it away� in one quick
flash and the object is GONE!

Boom... Wow... Quick... They never feel it go!!

Top quality seamstress work and high quality materials.  The foulard is 16-inches
and the color and material varies.

$27.50     s&h incl.

Rice�s     Rainbow
Streamer Silk

This is a beautiful production item.  Great
Rice quality, so you know it will last.
Streamer is 12-inches by 10-foot.
Limited quantities, so get yours early.

$75     s&h incl.

Solid Color
Rice Silks

The following Rice Silks are available in
12-inch and 15-inch.

Specify color:  Red, Blue, Yellow,
Black, White or Purple.

12-Inch Silks...$8     s&h incl.

15-Inch Silks...$11     s&h incl.
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Rice�Appearances Changes

50-Star U.S. Flag Silk
Probably one of the most famous Rice
Silks of all.  Show your patriotism by
producing this beautiful red, white and
blue 50-Star American Flag. It is
practically impossible to find a top quality
50-Star Flag.  Don�t miss your
opportunity to own a Rice Silk Flag!  Flag
Size measures 24 x 36-inches.

$47.50     s&h incl.

Double Color
Changing Silks

The performer holds up a red silk and a
blue silk, which are tied together.  He
runs them through his hand a time or
two.  Instantly, the red and blue silks
change to yellow and green�right
before their eyes!  Change it back and
forth as many times as you like.

This is a great visual effect. This and
smooth and slides so easily!

12-Inch Silks...$35     s&h incl.

18-Inch Silks...$60     s&h incl.

Now 2Sizes!

Single Color
Changing Silk

The performer holds up a red 12-inch
silk and runs it through his hand a time
or two. Instantly, it changes to green
right before their eyes!  Or, you can
change it from green to red and back
again as many times as you like!

This is a great visual effect.  New Rice
quality silk is a whole lot better than the
rayon or nylon sets made today!

12-Inch Silks...$25     s&h incl.
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Rice�Great Endings

�APPLAUSE PLEASE�
Silk

This brilliantly colored 24-inch silk
announces �APPLAUSE PLEASE� in
black letters on a bright yellow back-
ground encircled with primary red and
blue.  A great running gag to get your
audience laughing and clapping.
Colorful and highly visible.

$35     s&h incl.

�GONE!� Silk
Place a dove in a box and when you
open it again, all that�s left is this silk
proclaiming that it is gone!  You�ll find
numerous uses for this bright white 18-
inch silk with the word �GONE!�
screened in black.  Highly visible.

�The perfect conclusion to any vanish!�
--Max Armstrong

$25     s&h incl.

�STUNG!� Silk
Great for comedy and sucker effects!
No need to explain if you have been in
magic for any amount of time! Sooner
or later, you will use this great gag silk.
White Silk is 18-inches with the word
�STUNG!� boldly screened in black
2.5-inches letters.

$22.50     s&h incl.

�Baffling Bloomers�
The performer pretends to vanish a pink
silk handkerchief into his pocket.  No,
it�s still in his hand.  Next time he
�vanishes� it, a corner sticks visibly out
of his pocket.  He pulls the silk out,
showing a pair of lace trimmed pink
bloomers!  Complete with one 18-inch
pink silk and special bloomers silk.

Special Price!  $22.50     s&h incl.
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Medieval Tarot & More
Tossed Out Tarot Deck

Here comes a new effect that has a stronger impact
than any other effect done with playing cards onstage;
because it uses Tarot cards! Christopher Borer, the
inventor of Get Sharky has developed this twist of the
Tossed Out Deck with his twist of the Tossed Out Deck.

Due to the nature of Tarot cards and their common use
for fortune readings�this classic card effect leaves a very
deep impression on your audience. Don�t underestimate
the strength of this effect. Great for Mentalists, Bizzarists

and Story Telling Magicians! The Tossed Out Tarot uses cards from the Medieval
Tarot Deck also produced by Card-Shark.

$37.50     s&h incl.

Medieval Tarot Gone Wild
Note: You must own or order the standard
Medieval Tarot Deck to use this product as
described below.

Perform a fantastic and beautiful Wild Card
routine based on an idea of Joerg Alexander
(The Flicking Fingers) you take several cards
out of the deck and change these cards together with the spectator in a very visual
way.  You get all necessary gaffed cards to choose if you want to change the Tarot
cards into �The Death�, �The Devil� or �The Stars�! Which version you
choose depends on your own performance style and if the story you want to tell is
a bizarre or an enlightening and encouraging one.

$25     s&h incl.

Medieval
Extension

Set
Note: You MUST
already own, or
purchase the Medieval
Tarot Deck to use this

product as described below.

You will get 29 additional gaffed cards.
Perfect add-on for the Medieval Tarot
Deck. With this Extension Set you will
get more possibilities for your bizarre
effects or inspiring and thrilling stories.

$30     s&h incl.

Medieval
Tarot
Decks

78 vintage-
looking Tarot
cards with
images inspired

by the late Middle Ages and a modern
instruction for an ancient fortune telling.

Cards are printed on the best playing
card stock (3-layer paper, linen structure,
high flexibility).  The backs are
marked in a subtle way so you can easily
find the card that is selected.

$37.50     s&h incl.
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Be Amazed & Enthralled

Claude Rix�s
Revelation(s)

You show the cards face up to the spectator,
you mix the deck and the spectator is invited to
choose a card.  The card is returned to the deck
and it is mixed.  You make six packets on the
table, the spectator rolls the die, the packet
corresponding to the number of die is cast aside.
You take the package and you deal remaining
cards in six packets, and once again the viewer
is invited to roll the die.  The packet matching
the number on the die is set aside, and as
incredible as it may seem this is the chosen card!

With the new version you can finally show all the deck before you start, during and
at the end.  The audience will really fell like they witnessed a true miracle.

Comes complete with special Bicycle Deck, the die, explanation DVD (French
with English subtitles) and seven photos from Claude Rix�s personal collection.

Due To Special Price, Not Eligible For Coupon!       $40     s&h incl.

Amazing
Jumping Arrow

The Amazing Jumping Arrow is
destined to become a classic. Crafted
from aluminum specifically for this
effect, then anodized and engraved,
this elegant prop produces a beautiful
routine in which a variety of amazing,
visual effects take place�each more
incredible than the last.  Best of all,
the paddle can be handed out for
examination!

You start off with a paddle blank on both sides...then an arrow (engraved and
highlighted) appears on one end.  The arrow moves to the middle, then to the far
end.  It's shaken from spot to spot, then slid.  It multiplies, and even jumps about
on its own volition. In one wild sequence, the arrows on the paddle refuse to
cooperate and apparently lead one another from place to place!  Finally, an arrow
is visibly split in two and the paddle is handed out for examination.

The Amazing Jumping Arrow is easy to do and produces not one moment of
magic...or two...or three, but a symphony of entertaining eyeball�poppers that
will make this trick one you will carry with you�always. Comes complete with
paddle and photo-illustrated instructions.

$23     s&h incl.
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New Kind Of Book Test!
Todd Landman Presents...

Cogito Ergo Sum II
This is a book test with a real difference.  The performer
is able to provide a scintillating journey through the world
of philosophy�reveal an entire page of information that
has been chosen randomly by a participant in the
audience�and unveil an additional mystery that naturally
links into another routine typically used by mystery
entertainers.

This new release takes the original Cogito Ergo Sum
to a new level, with beautiful line drawings of each
philosopher in the book, The World�s Greatest
Philosophers, a new pocket size paper book that fits

in a jacket pocket for walk around and
business presentations�has a new
kicker finish that is a perfect link for
further explorations in non-duality.

The book comes ready to perform with
printed instructions on the background
concepts and ideas for enhancing the
performance.  Line drawings are from
Phill Smith of Sushi Design.

$40     s&h incl.

Uno-Quatro Book Test
A book test that does not use gimmicked
books.  That�s right...non-gimmicked
books!

A great idea from Jim Spence and Chuck
Crespo!  Using a R.W. Hull effect from 1935.
Hull was the master card effect Magi back then.

A book is placed in front of the spectator and a
deck of cards is removed from its case.  Cards
are shown to be all different, Bicycle poker
cards.  Deck is cut by the spectator several times
and cards are selected to arrive at a page
number.  Spectator pickups up the book and turns to that page and counts over to
the total number of the two cards and concentrates on that work.  The performer,
at once, disclosed the work.  Unbelievable!  You will love this simple and sweet
method and easy to do.  No memory work. All self-working.

Special Price!   $15     s&h incl.
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Book Tests�Take Your Pick

We have many Book Tests available at Stevens
Magic.  Listed Below are all the titles and prices,

please see our website for complete details in regard
to each individual Book Test.

Alice In Wonder Land
$62.50     s&h incl.

Art Of  War
$58     s&h incl.

Dracula
$65     s&h incl.

**Dracula 2.0
$60     s&h incl.

Edgar Allen Poe
$72.50     s&h incl.

Gulliver�s Travels
$68.50     s&h incl.

**Miracle Mongers (Houdini)
$50     s&h incl.

Persuasion (Jane Austen)
$62.50     s&h incl.

Sherlock Holmes 2.0
$62.50     s&h incl.

Tom Sawyer
$53.50     s&h incl.

**War Of  The Worlds
$55     s&h incl.**Indicates New Title
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Bill Montana Presents...
Bank Night Board

Stevens Magic has sold various types of similar
props but none were of �this� degree of
quality from the materials and craftsmanship.
Comes complete with instructional
booklet which provides instructions and
ideas and the specially made prop.

Sample Effect... Five sealed envelopes are
spread out on a board, which is 9 x 12-inches
in size and 5/8-inch think.  Four spectators
are each asked to select one of the envelopes.
The performer states that in one of the

envelopes there is a $100 (or a $5, $10, $20 or $50) and they each have a free
choice of what envelope they would like to have.  One envelope is to be left for the
performer.  He has no choice, but must take the one left for him.  Upon tearing
open their envelopes, the spectators find a blank piece of paper the size of a bill.
However, when the performer opens his envelope, he removes the $100 (or
whatever denomination was used).  Other items can be substituted instead of using
bills.

The board used for this effect is a handy apparatus, not only for �Bank Night� but
for those wishing to exchange messages in mental work or add extra cards to
those counted on the board when cards are poured into a hat or into the hand.  As
such there are many uses for this deceptive little device.

$88     s&h incl.
Mystery Of  The Saunpan

Thanks to Ben Bader and Bill Montana for
this special item.  Made of solid Cherry wood
and with brass and glass beads.  The
construction is now butt jointed and it is also
brass pinned.  This style of construction has
not been seen in magic props for many years.

The size is 3 x 5 x 1/2-inch (outer dimensions)
and fits nicely into a jacket pocket and includes,
manila coin envelopes, 3 x 5-inch blank index
cards.  The cards are blank so the prediction can be in your own handwriting.

Here is the Basic Effect...An envelope is laid upon the table and a person is
asked to name a number from 1�16, the Mystery Of The Saunpan is removed
from your jacket pocket and that bead is counted to.  This selects the color.  When
the envelope is opened a match is found.

The really nice thing with this model is the device flipping is done as it comes from
the pocket, so there is no fumbling around�it is clean and direct.

$45     s&h incl.
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The Tile
The Tile is based on a seldom seen effect
that is over a hundred year old and is used to
force a number selected by a member of the
audience. This new version is created using
an 80 watt laser engraving machine to
engrave the front of ceramic tile that come
with a cork backing.

The first of these benefits are the numbers
will not wear off the Tile under normal use.  The second benefit is that the Tile is
very durable under normal use and under normal use will last a life time.  The third
benefit is that the performer may use either dry erase or permanent markers with
the Tile. The final bonus is that while preforming close up the Tile may be used as
the performer's drink coaster until its need to force a chosen number.

Comes boxed with instructions. Markers or dimes not included.  Note: Tile colors
will vary. The colors blue, burgundy, grey and green are rare.

Due To Special Price, Not Eligible For Coupon!   $15     s&h incl.

Bill Montana Winners!
Match Box Shiner

The shiner itself is ultra thin and made
from polished stainless steel and is set
into the match box at an angle to give
its user the easiest of peeks. Can be used
to peek the top card or the bottom card
in a deck while dealing. This does take a
bit of practice but once the skill is learned

it�s well worth it.  These will be
a very limited edition and only
about 50 of these will be
available.

The stainless used to craft these is
26Cr-1Mo ferritic stainless steel
chosen for its reflective ability when

the surface is polished. This type of stainless will attract a magnet but that should
not be a problem for those wearing PK rings.

This type of clandestine shiner was common in back room gambling games around
the turn of the 19th Century and was used from time to time on riverboats. This
type of shiner is rather rare and seems to only survive in a few private collection
and some old picture can be found in some of the early books on crooked gambling.

$30 s&h incl.
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Mental Miracles

The Fallen
The Fallen is an absolutely incredible piece
of theatre which can be presented in almost
any performing situation.  Jim Critchlow
(creator of White Star) and Tony McMylor
have taken many months to develop
probably one of the magic world's most
amazing multi-revelation effects, which is
ideal for bizarrists, mentalists, storytellers,
psychics and the working magician.

Respectfully taking the First World War
as its subject and uses authentic-looking
props. This poignant, thought provoking
piece of theatre is easy to learn and suitable
for close-up, parlor or stage performances.
Do not expect whoops and hollers at the
finale of the effect�stunned silence is what
you will get.  Little memory work needed and a very powerful tool indeed.  Using
method one, you will be able to pluck eight, yes eight pieces of information
apparently from thin air �name, rank, service number, regiment, the date when
either missing in action or killed in action, date of birth and nationality.  Method
two is even better, you can divine nine pieces of information.  Truly an incredible
effect.

Due To Special Price, Not Eligible For Coupon!   $50     s&h incl.

Jim Critchlow�s
White Star

White Star is an emotion-filled historical
experiment your spectators will not soon
forget. The performer brings out a packet
of old photographs of passengers on the
ill fated ocean liner, Titanic. One spectator
is shown photos and chooses those to
which she feels drawn. The rejected photos
go on another pile. Part way through, a
second spectator gets to do the same with
the rest of the photos. Now, it is shown
that all the people in the first spectator�s
chosen photos died in the disaster and
those of the second spectator were
survivors. The discard pile consisted of
both dead and survivors. Complete with
cards and booklet with complete
instructions for this and variations on
�Beyond This World.�

$63.50     s&h incl.
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Cards Disguised

DarkSIDE Deck
Imagine having a spectator think of ANY CARD
in the deck (no forcing, genuine 52 cards) and
when the deck is spread out, it is the ONLY
ONE with blood stains on it!  You show the
fronts and backs of all the other cards and there
are not markings!  The DarkSIDE Deck
accomplishes this and MUCH MORE.

These are many different ideas contained on
this DVD.  You have infinite choices of what
you want your DarkSIDE Deck to become!  This deck comes ready to perform.
Self-working.  Instant reset.  Perfect for walkaround and close-up workers.

Gimmick & DVD...$32.50     s&h incl.

Sean Bogunia�s
Deck TR

Deck TR is a programmable
invisible thread reel cleverly
disguised within a playing card box!
What's more natural for a magician
than to have a deck of cards on
them? Deck TR is your personal

assistant in a box! Deck TR looks just like a real deck of cards, so there's no need
to hide this device from your spectators. You can carry it in your pocket, place it
on a shelf or even set it right out in the open on a table! Deck TR is a professional
magicians tool. As seen in the Video Demo, Deck TR can float objects, fly objects,
move objects, animate objects and do anything that a normal thread reel can do
and MUCH more!

What is included with your Deck TR:  Deck TR Unit, Spool of Super Strong
Invisible Thread (200 Yards!)�No stripping required, 2 Extra Deck TR Spools (No
Thread Included on these spools), 2 Magnet Clips, USB to Micro USB Cord, Putty
Square, 2 Motor Pod Extension Wires, 2 Rechargeable LiPo Batteries, Remote,
BONUS Toe Switch Adapter Kit and DVD Instructions.

Computer Interface:  Your Deck TR can connect to your computer using the
USB cord that comes with your unit. This allows you to save your programs from
your Deck TR to your computer! You can reload your programs as you need
them and even e-mail them to your friends!

Note: Not all effects in the demo video are taught on the instructional DVD because
the video would be way too long! However, there are some great Tips from Ron
Jaxon and Sean teaches the Hanky In The Bottle routine. For more information
please see the website.

$379     s&h incl.
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Card Effects Galore

Bauer
Balance Under Your Control

As perfAs perfAs perfAs perfAs performed bormed bormed bormed bormed by CYRIL!y CYRIL!y CYRIL!y CYRIL!y CYRIL!
The card case, full of cards, is balanced
on the performer�s hand.  It is tilted at
impossible angles yet it remains
standing!  At the end, the cards are
removed from the case and both case
and cards are shown.  The audience finds
nothing.  No threads or magnets.
Nothing is set on your body. Can be
performed with short sleeves. Your hand
is completely empty from start to finish.
Nothing added or removed. Start and
end clean. No reset needed.  Complete
with explanation DVD with English
subtitles and special gimmick.

$35     s&h incl.

Masuda�s
Easy Vanish

Finally an easy way to do coin magic�
a gimmick that allows for you to perform
vanishes, penetrations (coin through
glass or coin under the table).  Coin
magic is almost as popular as cards
tricks, for good reason, it�s an every day
common item that people carry with
them.  If you like coin magic this is
something you should consider as the
price is right�even better it�s applicable
for all types of performers�from novice
to professional.

 $42     s&h incl.

Melt
Oh what fun this is!  An optical illusion
for close-up.  Hard to believe when you
see it.  It has a very clever gimmick.  Magi
causes face of a card to actually �MELT�
off leaving it
c o m p l e t e l y
blank!  But

turning it over you see the pips are now on the back side
of the other card.  Don�t miss this fun item.  Comes
complete with gimmicked rugged wallet and special printed
cards.

Our Top Seller In Store!   $16.50 s&h incl.
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Indomagic Land Presents...

Rubix Card Deluxe
A beautiful, handcrafted wooden box is shown,
which contains several small cubes, of which there
are different card pips on each cube.  (None
matching).  The performer then takes the lid and
covers the box and has a card selected.  The
spectator is told to concentrate on the card and
its pips...and then the spectator is told to take
the lid off the box and magically, the once assorted
cubes are now assembled in perfect color and
order to reveal in splendor the picture of the
chosen card!

Note: Egg Timer colors subject to vary from Coral, Pink, Green. DICE STYLE
(COLOR) subject to vary.

        Deluxe With Egg Timer...$92.50     s&h incl.

Rubix Card (Standard)...$85     s&h incl.

Premonition Box
Deluxe�Bicycle

An ingenious device for any mentalist
or performer�now with a slight
improvement!

You show a beautiful innocent wooden
box that contains several items: dice,
pencil, pad of paper and a deck of
Bicycle brand cards.

Explaining that you had a premonition
earlier in the day, you ask a spectator
to simply "think" of ANY of the 52
cards�a completely free choice. Then
you explain that earlier in the day you

removed ONE of the cards from the deck, as a prediction.  Without adding or
taking away any of the cards, the deck is removed and HANDED TO THE
SPECTATOR. The spectator then culls through the cards, looking for their card.
Then the IMPOSSIBLE HAPPENS. His/Her freely chosen card is NOT in the
deck! It is completely MISSING! The methodology is superb and you will marvel at
the secret.

This is not a Brainwave-Invisible Deck Principle.  It�s self-working.  Easy to do.  No
sleights.  No false cuts.  No rough and smooth.  No short cards.  No strippers.  And
instantly repeatable!

$85     s&h incl.
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Grab Their Attention
One Quart Low!

A quart of cooking oil is poured into a borrowed hat
(bag or purse) exhausting the entire contents of the
can!  The oil completely vanishes and the borrowed
container is just fine!

Or, how will they react when you drink the entire can
of oil?  Pretty slippery business!  This routine will make
them laugh and is something they will surely remember!
This product is unbelievable�it will fool even YOU!
It looks so real as the can is tiled and the oil flows
freely from the can.

It�s the perfect icebreaker for an MC, performer,
comedian or clown.  A great addition to your comedy
arsenal.

       Available Again!     $40     s&h incl.

Steve Darci�s
Spongeball Toolbox &

DVD
This toolbox contains everything you need:
sponge balls, purse frame and DVD with over
two hours of personal instructions.  The best ever
collection of useful sponge ball moves, routines
and advice fro all skill levels.  Featuring a brand
new sponge ball effect, �The Flat Ball,�  with
special props included.

From organized show to impromptu�lots of
sponge ball tricks and routines for every
performing situation from special guests George Schindler, David Ginn, Dan
Garrett, Pat Page, Gary Darwin, Frank Zak and Albert Goshman.

        $22.50     s&h incl.

Scarab
A swami gimmick unlike any other.  Secret writing has never
been easier than this.  This useful gimmick is small, contoured
to fit well and easy to conceal.  Available with black lead
only.  A powerful gimmick used by famous mentalist and
psychics.

        Available Again!    $16     s&h incl.
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Clever Yet Practical

Ultra Vision Principle
What is Edward Crawford�s Ultra Vision
Principle?  It is a gimmick or a device that
enables you to perform true miracles.  Just
one of which is the perfect Psychometry
routine.  You take a number of blank cards
free of pencil marks or nail nicks.  You give
the cards to spectators and hand another
spectator a black cloth bag.  Each of the
spectators draws something on the cards.  The
cards are collected the bag (supplied).  The
cards are mixed up in the bag and it is handed
to you.  You then reach into the bag and draw
out a card and instantly tell the person who
wrote or drew upon it something about
themselves and then you accurately identify the
spectator and hand the card to him or her.
The spectators can take the cards home with them as souvenirs!

The cards can be examined and the cards can be compared with the other cards
used.  There is absolutely nothing to be seen, sniffed or felt!  The Ultra Gimmick
does all the work for you.  The gimmick is ingenious and original.  Handled correctly
it is completely invisible.  The photographically-illustrated instructions detail a number
of effects you can perform, but you will discover other ways to use Ultra Vision
Principle.  Yes, it is a special system for marking things.  Yes, it is invisible.  Yes,
you can perform using it onstage or right under their eyes.  Check out our
website for further details!

 $125
     
s&h incl.

Baby Bunny
The Magic Bunny

Cards are mixed or shuffled.
Then spread on the table,
some face up and some face
down.  Baby Bunny predicts
(without ever knowing) how
many cards are face up and
how many are face down!
PLUS Baby Bunny will even
tell you how many are red and
black and how many are of

one suit and has a final prediction that will �blow you away.�  Baby Bunny tells
all, sees all and knows all.  Comes complete with Baby Bunny and routine.  Use
your own deck of cards.  Highly recommended.

 $15     s&h incl.
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Colorful Accessories

Londono�s
Kolour Koyles

Multi-colored paper productions�25-foot
paper coil!  One of our top sellers�year
end and year out!  Many of our customers
prefer the Londondo Brand.

We�ve sold hundreds and hundreds of these
through the years.  You know the routine...
a paper coil that extends 25-feet, once
pulled out all the way.  Easy to use.  Hand
coils or mouth coils�however you want
to use them!

Comes 12 coils per package!  Kids love
them!

 $12.50     s&h incl.

Suddenly Magic�s
Vanishing & Appearing

Candles
For the professional magician.  Vanishing Candles
available in Red and White.  Appearing Candles available
in Red and White.  Make no mistake, we tested these
candles at Stevens Magic to ensure they measure up to
the high quality you have come to expect from us.

Please specify Red or White when ordering.
 $18 each     s&h incl.

Suddenly Magic�s
Vanishing & Appearing

Canes
For the professional magician.  Vanishing Canes available
in Black only.  Appearing Canes available in Black and
White. Make no mistake, we tested these canes at Stevens
Magic to ensure they measure up to the high quality you
have come to expect from us.

Please specify color when ordering.
 $18 each     s&h incl.
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Stevens Publishing Presents

The Mental Magic Of
Bill Montana

Volume 1
By Bill Montana

Bill Montana has a large following
because he provides �outside the box�
effects and ideas. This offering has
over 14 contributions from routines,
to what I call �enlighten-ments�
because they are applications and
subtleties that you can incorporate that
you (most likely) have never before
imagined.

Contents include:
* The Pesky Fly Prediction, * No
Scent - The Psychology Of The
Invisible, * Sixvolopes, * The Nut

, * The Copper Lion, * Momento, * The Telekinetic Coin * Smoke, * Up
And Down Shuffle by Bob Mason, * The Signing Metal Rod, *
Incombustible Linen, * The Attraction Of Money, * The Door Of
Opportunity, * In The Pocket

Book is 8.5 X 11-inches, perfect bound with 43 pages.  Expected Ship Date late
March!  Access website for more information on this incredible book!

�The discovery of Bill Montana�s works�for me�have been one of the most
refreshing and inspirational works in mentalism.  I hope they will do for you
what the did for me, ignite the passion and provide fuel to practice his effects.
The reward being some of strongest work I have performed.  Bill opened my
mind to a new world which empowered me to add completely different
ingredients and routines.  It also enable me to take chances!  While some of
them may not hit 100%, when sprinkled in with other effects - at worst they
add for good seasoning.  At best�you will provide your spectators a
performance they will never forget. Setting yourself apart from the rest...
If you are a performer interested in doing so�you will discover a means to
achieving that worthy goal with any of Bill Montana�s works.� --Mark Stevens

Pre-Sale Price...$55 s&h incl.

Coming Soon�End Of March 2013
Pre-Order Your Copy Of This Book Today!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Stevens Publishing Presents

Automatic 2-Way
Prediction Envelope

By Wayne Rogers
Wayne Rogers is a full-time
professional magician and magic
manufacture living in Auckland, New
Zealand, where he per forms as
�Chicane��Mystery Entertainer.
Stevens Magic is excited and honored
to work with Wayne on this incredible
project.

Tricky envelopes are a special interest
and the Automatic 2-Way
Prediction Envelope, is the one he
currently uses in all his shows.

This book not only features this effect
by Wayne, but also contributions from the folloiwng
professionals give their twist as well:

* Paul Romhany
* Stefan Olschewski

* Greg Arce
* Emerson/Osterlind

* Luca Volpe
* Andrew Gerard

* Richards Webster
* Chris Matthewson

This book is exceptionally detailed with high resolution color
images and step-by-step instructions, which will make it easy for you to create this
exceptionally powerful utility.  Just as it is powerful, it is also versatile�as it can be
used in regular magic, card magic and, of course, mentalism...

Book includes:  Elmer�s No-Wrinkle Rubber Cement (4FL OZ - 118ml).
Books is 8.5 X 11-inches, perfect bound and has 45 pages.  Access more
information on this book on our website.

$43 s&h incl.

Coming Soon�End Of March 2013
Pre-Order Your Copy Of This Book Today!
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Scryer�s Band Of
Readers

By Richard Webster
Forwards from the pair of Doc's,
The legendary Doc Shiels and Docc
Hilford. Afterword: by Jon Stetson.

Neal is honored beyond words to have
these three icon's contributing toward
this outstanding ground breaking
project...

BIG SURPRISE! Keith Barry was
kind enough to contribute one of his
pieces in Band Of Readers, which
will also be featured in a forthcoming
book�titled Riding the Hierophant.
Riding The Hierophant will be
collaboration from Doc Shiels and
Keith Barry.  In addition, there will
be over 30 contributors!

What Scryer and Friends was for the art
of Mentalism�Scryer's Band of Readers will be for the Art of Reading (in
multiple ways). The book many in the industry is hoping will never be released�
No Joke!

Anyone that has ever considered or thought about
making the transition to giving readings, or who is
already in that high earning specialty, would be wise
to obtain a copy. Please note, this book will
feature only reading materials. There is no
mentalism and no tricks.

NOTE: This is all professional reading from marketing
to the real works. This book will contain contemplative,
deliberate and weighty material. DO NOT purchase
this book unless you are either a:

1. Serious Reader
2. Are interested in making the transition or learning about this art.

If you're tired for slechpping prop after prop to your gigs and want to find an
alternative way to make income on the fly�this is for you!

No Further Discounts Apply To This Book!   $199 s&h incl.

Available�Ready To Ship

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Richard Webster Winners!
Carnival Of  Secrets

That booklet was sent only to some of Neal's friends featuring
one of the most powerful effects in his repertoire. The good
news, this effect will be tipped in �Carnival Of Secrets�
along with many others from Neal and �7� other carefully
chosen contributors listed below.  Foreword by Marc Salem
and Afterward by Bob Cassidy.   This book is dedicated to
one of the great unsung heroes of our art�Jerome Finley!
Just the names of the contributors (Michael Weber, Max
Maven, Peter Arcane, Mark Garetz, Loyd Auerbach,
W. Barclay, as well as the ones listed above) will entice you!

Add the new coveted material from Scryer�you have the perfect balance of quality
and variety for sure!  And last but certainly not least�25 Scryer original
never before published pieces�Paper Balls, Mystical Subliminal
Svengali, Business Card Reading, Smash & Stab, Pendulum Svengali,
Good Or Evil, Scryer�s Haunted Pen, Playing By Ear, Unlock, Astral
Travel and lots more!  This is a hardback book featuring 144 pages.

No Further Discount Apply To This Book!   $145 s&h incl.

Neal Scryer & Friends
�Neal Scryer and Friends� is a �BIG� book in many
ways!  This book will appeal to all mentalist and psychics�
because it contains a tremendous variety of routines from all
disciplines of mentalism!  These include many high profile
names, such as: Jerome Finley, Ted Karmilovich, Mark
Salem, Docc Hilford, Ron Chavis, Bob Cassidy (Dr.
Crow), Paul Shirley, Jeff McBride, Paul Carnazzo,
Esmeralda �Gypsy,� Joshua Quinn, Craig Filicetti, S.E.
Rivkin, Doug Dyment, Misaki Gabrielli, Jonathan
Stravinsky, Toni Iacoviello, Richard Mark, Aroldo
Lattarulo, Clairaudio, EXP, Joseph Curcillo, Richard Webster, Father
Anthony, Abha, Dan (Evil Dan) Terelmes, Prince Thebs, Colleen Terelmes,
Rich Hennessey, Neal Rider, Roy Shubert, Sal Franchino, Rick Roth,
Bob Killian, Nick Belleas, Allen Zingg, Mauricio Jaramillo, Bobby Torkova,
Greg Edmonds, David Thiel, Witch Doctor, Charles Garner, Patrick
Redford, Daniele Nigris, Anthony Jacquin, Kev Sheldrake, Ken Dyne,
Luca Volpe, Walter Davis, Sebastian Black, Jon Stetson, Looch, Scott
Grossberg, Raj Madhok, Alexander Thomas, Paul Romhany, TC Tahoe,
Thomas Heine & Rainer Mees (ParaLabs), Alexandre, Mota, Nefesch,
Meraux Dantes, Darrell Mac, Max Maven, Ross Johnson, Colin McLeod,
Paul Voodini, Banachek, Alain Nu, Pablo Amira, W. M. Barclay, Alexander
Nelson, Bill Montana, Christopher Taylor, John Riggs, Michael Weber,
Tony Razzano, Rudy Hunter, Iain Dunford, Carlos Emesqua, Owen
Darque, Juan David Arbelaez, Joe Zabel, Sibyl, H. Arcana.

No Further Discounts!     $235     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Dr. Todd Landman Exclusives
The Bequeathment

The Bequeathment is an emotionally deep multi-
phased routine for advanced mystery entertainers.
It combines object-based readings, direct-mind
reading and an uncanny demonstration of historical
precognition.

Phase one is an object-based reading with five
family heirlooms. The reading begins with one
participant and can extend to others in the audience.

Phase two is a demonstration of direct-mind
reading as each participant�s choice of an heirloom
is revealed to them and connected to them in a
special way.

Phase three is a remarkable prediction from the
past that would haunt the most hardened sceptics. The book discusses the patter
and presentation, supplies and sourcing, alternative methods, and object-based
readings. Perfect for parlour, small theatres and private parties.

$40 s&h incl.

Macrocosm
Imagine giving a powerful reading that evokes deep
reflection on a querent�s position in the cosmos with
just one card.

Macrocosm captures the mystery tradition from the
Emerald Tablet to the modern Tarot�all in one complex
but easy to navigate image on one card. The card
comprises complex imagery from the tarot, esoteric
philosophy, Hermetic history, colour, smells, feelings,

senses and spiritual
pathways. The reading
is flexible and dynamic,
and can move in many
different directions as
the reader works with the querent.

Macrocosm comes with a small and large card
digitally printed on heavy card stock and a book
that explains the whole system and that includes
essays on how to use the system from Enrique
Enriquez (Tarology), Scott Grossberg (Deck
of Shadows), Les Cross (Astrogem
Geomancy) and Tony Razzano.

$40 s&h incl.
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Truly Good Stuff
Mnemosign

By Patrick Schlagel
See them cower in fear as you rip thoughts from
their minds!  You will be shocked and amazed at the
information provided.

There are several reasons people don�t do
progressive anagrams. In Mnemosign, Patrick
addresses what he sees as the five problems and
offers solutions for all of them. Seven approaches
of the effect offer possibilities for everyone. Sixteen
variations gives you a way to repeat the effect with
different outcomes.

In one effect from the book, (Pat�s favorite) you seem
to ask no questions and tell several spectators their sign.  In reality (you remember
reality don�t you?) Of course, some questions must be asked. In most progressive/
branching anagram work, this means asking questions. The techniques in
�Mnemosign� will show you how to hide the one question you ask, in the
presentation. In a WORST case scenario, you could get one �no� answer before
revealing their sign. Nothing written down, no pre-show, no stooges, no kidding.
Don�t wait until you see someone else perform it, you�ll be sorry.  Book perfect
bound and is 51 pages packed with information�that�s 51! Sixteen variations�
that�s 16! Ten ways to improve your existing system�that�s10!  Seven different
approaches�that�s 7!

�Patrick has done a wonderful job in covering all the various aspects of telling
people what their sign is in a convincing and believable manner.�

--Richard Webster
$38 s&h incl.

Funny Stuff
By Pete Biro

More stuff from Pete Biro! His books are very popular
and always sell�worldwide!  Here Pete focuses mostly
on his wit, using comedy he has used for years with
success as well as other contributions.

This is a 24-page booklet that features �a lot� of content,
comedy, routines and images.  A few that are detailed
in this book:  Half-Dyed Silk, Comedy Card Stab, A
Chicken In Every Pot, Ventriloquially Speaking, Stock
Lines, Old Hollywood Lines, A Rose Is A Rose Is A
Rose, Card In The Chickens???, Same Bit Of Business�
Two Ways, Hydro Coke and lots more!

$18 s&h incl.
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Cards Explained
Second To None

By Simon Lovell
If you ever wanted to learn how to deal the second
card in the deck while making it look like you are
dealing the top card�this is your best opportunity.

Follow Simon as he takes you step-by-step through
the art of the second deal. He discusses more
nuances, subtleties and variations than you probably
ever knew existed.  He doesn�t sugarcoat the work
but gives you all the tools you need to master this
powerful sleight.  But, he doesn�t stop there.  Once
you begin mastering the second deal you are treated
to some routines which you can practice.  And as a
finale, Simon discusses some of the second deal�s
more nefarious uses.

As a special bonus, the book includes many historical
gambling-themed graphics as well as the history of
the second deal, which dates back to the 1500s.
Also included are reproductions of the important
contributions to the second deal including excerpts
from Robert-Houdin�s Card Sharping
Exposed and SW Erdnase�s Expert At The
Card Table.

Book Only...$33 s&h incl.

Mark Calabrese�s
DVS

Created By Mark Calabrese, this is the low-down dirty
secret that will instantly elevate your card prowess!

DVS is a brilliantly simple concept that allows you to
perform utterly impossible card magic that transcends
sleight-of-hand!  It's very easy to learn, regardless of skill
level and the best part... EVERY effect can be performed
with a borrowed deck!  If you perform card magic you
must get DVS.

On this DVD, Mark walks you through six of his favorite
effects utilizing the DVS technique�and once learned�
you will be inspired to come up with your own applications and effects!

This is Mark Calabrese's Dirty Little Secret And The Next Generation
Of Card Magic.

DVD & Gimmick...$25     s&h incl.
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Coins, Coins, Coins
Levent�s

Ultimate Guide To
The Miser�s Dream

This monumental 3-DVD set will teach you The
Miser�s Dream routines of the greats of magic
including Al Flosso, T. Nelson Downs, Roy
Benson, Charlie Miller, Paul Potassy and many
more!

In these DVDs, Levent gives you step-by-step
instructions for all the sleights you need to know to
perform this classic stage magic effect.  The lessons
range from the most simple and basic moves to the
complex and difficult never-before-revealed secrets
of the masters.

This DVD collection is the most complete work available on the many secret
gimmicks and devices used for The Miser�s Dream, as well as many bits of business
that have made this effect a commercial classic.  As a bonus, Levent teaches you
all the secrets of his personal Miser�s Dream routine.  This single routine is a
master class on creativity and the construction of professional level
secret magic apparatus.  These DVDs are five hours long and are easy to
navigate through!

3-DVD Set...$62     s&h incl.

Robert Baxt�s
Baxt, A Boy & A Bucket!
A super easy to do laugh filled routine!

Includes the jokes, the bits, the gags and all the tips
so you can do it!

Want to get a ton of laughs with little effort�who
doesn�t? Pulling coins out of a kid�s ear is a well know
classic in magic that plays just as strongly today as it
did 50 years ago.  On this DVD, Robert shares his
personal secrets that are heavy on adding a lot of
fun to your act, but very light when it comes to
sleights!  This is a comedy routine that anyone can
do, but even better, it�s one that allows you, the
performer to relax and focus on important
presentation and pantomime. It�s little wonder that the Miser�s Dream continues
to be possibly the most popular effect (not just in coin magic), but in all of magic.
If you already perform it you know why�if you don�t�when you start to�it will
become clear.  Running Time is 1 hour.

$33     s&h incl.
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Mentalism At Its Best
Steve Valentine�s

Booked!
Have you ever performed a gaffed book test and
had someone yell �DO IT WITH MY BOOK� ?
Well now you can, with Steve Valentine's
BOOKED!

On this DVD, Steve shares his closely guarded
secrets, honed through thousands of real world
performances. You not only tell them the WORD
they are thinking of, YOU PREDICT IT!
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME and with ANY BOOK.

As a Bonus, Steve reveals his extreme variations
on the �Pegasus Page� plot. Including the
ultimate version where a freely chosen and

SIGNED page is found RIPPED from a book and stuck to the OUTSIDE of a
window. And the best part, you can give them the BOOK and PAGE to keep as a
souvenir. It doesn't get any better than this. THESE ARE FORMIDABLE, 100%
COMMERCIAL MIRACLES.

$32     s&h incl.

Stefan Olschewski�s
Mentalities

Get to know one of Germany's top mentalists
and multi-award winner with this amazing 2-DVD
set. Mentalities by Stefan Olschewski presents
a complete, one hour show, filmed in front of a
live audience.

Experience a new way of mentalism. No boring
revelations or pseudo mysterious patter�just
creative and highly visual, professional effects that
will blow your mind! Get ready to step into the
mind of Stefan Olschewski.

Shown on these DVDs:  Technicolor ESP
(Stefan's variation on the Technicolor Prediction.)
Hangman,  The Key to Your Card (Stefan's take on �The Berglas Effect�)  JACR
(Just another Chair Routine), Mes(s)merize and BONUS�Stefan reveals his unique
approach to magic and mentalism in an exclusive, 30-minute, in-depth interview
with Martin Adams and Andrew Cirmasz.

2-DVD Set...$55     s&h incl.
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Pushing Boundaries
Sean Fields�

Sickness Trilogy
Graphic Illusion. Shock Magic. Geek Magic.
Whatever you call it, nothing gets a stronger
reaction. And nobody knows that better than Sean
Fields.

For the first time ever, Sean has assembled his three
strongest, most shocking graphic illusions on one
DVD.

Get ready to see Sean's now classic effects Saw
and Sick in a brand new way! That's right, both
of these shock magic effects are together in one
place with additional handlings that truly take these
effects to the next level.

We saved the best for last though because you're also going to learn Excise, a
BRAND NEW graphic illusion that you can only find right here on the Sickness
Trilogy!

Each effect is taught is detail, including never before seen tips, handlings and
subtleties that make each illusion as realistic and believable as possible.  You now
have the Sickness.

$28     s&h incl.

Steve Branham�s
PK Ring

There are few items in the realm of magic more
powerful than the PK Ring.  In the hands of the
knowledgeable, this tool can appear to give it�s
wearer miraculous powers to change items, control
items and vanish items and then make them appear.

Professional magician, Steve Branham, will unlock
the secrets of the PK Ring in nearly a dozen time
tested effects.

Effects include: Cap In Bottle, Coin Thru Glass
Table, Coin In Balloon, Haunted Deck, Chopless
Cup and much more!!

Running Time: 24:51 minutes

DVD & Ring...$25     s&h incl.
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Shin Lim Presents...
S.S.S.

Sleeveless. Silent. Smoke.
From the creative mind of Shin Lim comes an
extremely versatile, dependable and inexpensive
device to produce smoke from thin air...

With NO sleeves, NO complicated hookup and NO
noise, you can cleanly produce smoke from an
isolated place far away from your hands. Imagine
standing 2-feet away from an untouched glass cup.
Then, imagine that glass cup slowly, eerily filling up
with a cloud of white smoke. Imagine have the power
to produce smoke literally ANYWHERE.

On this DVD, Shin teaches you how to make the
gimmick from scratch with the exact parts that he uses to make his own Smoke
gimmick. And before you shy away from the idea of spending hours upon hours
making the gimmick�Don't worry! The gimmick takes literally 10 minutes to
make, costs under $25.00 and will last you for years. In fact, most of the parts that
Shin will require you to get are readily available from local stores as well as on line.
You will have the ability to produce the cleanest smoke at will without worrying
about spectators hearing any noise or hum. This is SSS.

*Included in this DVD is a gimmick that is �the right size� and a harder to find in
small quantities than the other parts required, which is why it was included. However,
every single part of SSS can be found at any hardware, CVS store or online for
under $25.00. (Shin goes in extreme detail of how and where to get them).  The
smoke produced from SSS is completely safe, and has no odor
whatsoever.

$33     s&h incl.

The Vanishing
This utility device will allow you to do miracles when
it comes to vanishing an object or making it travel
from one place to another. It is light to carry and can
fit in your wallet. It's not bulky, and no necessary
clothing requirements are needed. You can even use
this gimmick naked if you wanted to.

All is detailed for you on the instructional DVD
in three chapters.  No bonus effects are included
on this DVD.  For more information on this
DVD, please see our website!

DVD & Gimmick...$30     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_39&products_id=113511
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_89_43&products_id=113237
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TAKE20
Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from

www.stevensmagic.com (place in ìCommentsî Section).

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other
promotion or special.  Some items are non-discountable or

listed as a special price are not eligible for this coupon.
Expires 4-30-13

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use
it! It is NOT given automatically, and will not be

applied retroactively!

Coupons & Stuff

Have you registered at     www.TheMagicPub.com

It�s a great place to get news and information and even better, when you sign up
you could get a FREE SME Gift Certificate from $25 to $100.  We�ve
already given away $1,200 worth of certificates! Even if you don�t win�and we
hope you do�it�s a great place to meet and discuss the art magic and meet new
people.  While the PUB has it all, I know for a fact some of the top names in
Mentalism are there�including our own Neal Scryer! Go There! Register!  You
have nothing to loose and in addition to the benefit of knowledge you may be
notified you won a Stevens Magic Gift Certificate!

Important: Please check the front page of your Stevens Magic Catalog!  If you
see a circular sticker, that means this is you last scheduled catalog!
If you don�t your subscription is still active�but remember to keep it that way�all
you have to do is make occasional purchases.  We love sending the catalogs and
hope you enjoy receiving them�but we need your help to do it!  Thanks to all of
you that have helped us to keep this catalog!

http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.TheMagicPub.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

SteSteSteSteStevvvvvens Maens Maens Maens Maens Magic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporium
2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Douglas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wichita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  magic@stegic@stegic@stegic@stegic@stevvvvvensmaensmaensmaensmaensmagicgicgicgicgic.com.com.com.com.com
WWWWWeeeeebsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  www.ste.ste.ste.ste.stevvvvvensmaensmaensmaensmaensmagicgicgicgicgic.com.com.com.com.com
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